The war in Ukraine has highlighted many uncertainties and raised many questions concerning Europe’s future security and defence requirements. Has the world now been forced to accept that interstate war is no longer a phenomenon of the past? Have the EU’s relations—and hopes for partnership—with Russia irrevocably ended? Has a new eastern-leaning centre of gravity been established within the EU? How has the war affected the nature and trajectory of transatlantic security relations? How might the EU conceptualise and deliver on its new requirements in the field of military capacity? What are the prospects for a peace settlement and a new Eurasian security order? These profound questions require a major aggiornamento in the EU’s approach to security and defence policy.
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Introduction

The Russian invasion of Ukraine on 24 February 2023 has upended many aspects of Europe’s arrangements for—and its thinking about—collective security and defence. This policy brief begins by assessing the overall geostrategic framework suggested by the renewal of interstate war on European soil. Should the EU discard its previous self-definition as a ‘normative power’ or a ‘civilian power’ and accept that, in the emerging multipolar world, war will once again become a familiar feature of statecraft? As the competition between the US and China risks spilling over into military confrontation, how will the EU respond?

The brief examines the implications of the war for the EU’s (and indeed Europe’s) relations with Russia. Illusions of a hypothetical partnership have given way to a generalised rupture of relations with Moscow. Whether that confrontation will become permanent depends to some extent on post-war geostrategic arrangements. What many observers have seen as a shift in the EU’s centre of gravity would be significantly reinforced by Ukrainian accession to the EU—with complicated consequences for the future balances within the Union.

The brief then assesses the implications of the conflict for transatlantic security relations. On the surface, there seems little doubt that the US has emerged once again as the European ‘defender of last resort’. NATO has been significantly strengthened, and not just by the accession of Finland and Sweden. The EU’s Common Security and Defence Policy (CSDP), and particularly the quest for strategic autonomy, would appear to have been concomitantly downgraded. Yet, in the context of the clear US prioritisation of its competition with China, all EU member states have declared their intention to considerably ramp up their defence spending and military resources. Much thought has been given to the maximisation of EU military capacity. But the jury remains out on what this might amount to. Meanwhile, given the poor performance of the Russian military, a lively debate has emerged about precisely how vulnerable the EU might be to any broader Russian threat. Finally, this policy brief looks at the prospects for a lasting peace settlement. How might security guarantees be crafted for the warring parties?
Assumptions about peace and preparations for war

At the broadest macro level, the war has exploded what had become, in Europe, a tacit consensus since the end of the Cold War: that interstate war around the globe was a phenomenon of the past. The assertion that interstate war was a nineteenth- and twentieth-century phenomenon that had become unthinkable in the twenty-first century was not only an item of faith in the EU’s self-assertion as a ‘normative power’,¹ but was also substantially theorised by leading international relations scholars in the US.² Echoes of this rippled across the political class. On 1 March 2014, at the height of the initial crisis over Ukraine, then US Secretary of State John Kerry said, ‘You just don’t, in the 21st century, behave in 19th century fashion by invading another country on a completely trumped-up pretext.’³ Other experts, from the theoretical school of realism, nevertheless continued to argue that major war is hardwired into the international system.⁴ Indeed, as the American historian Andrew Bacevich reminds us in the current issue of Foreign Affairs, where invasion of sovereign countries is concerned, the US is a cardinal offender. Ever since the highly classified US document NSC-68 was drawn up in 1950 in the context of the escalating Cold War, the US has set itself the task of imposing ‘order and justice’ around the world. For Washington, ‘statecraft became an adjunct of military might’.⁵

In this context, the key geostrategic question for the EU concerns its readiness and ability to think strategically about China. If the Ukraine conflict means that interstate war is firmly back on the geopolitical agenda, this augurs badly for the prospect of conflict between China and Taiwan. Such a conflict carries a serious risk of being extended to a direct US–China military confrontation, and many

experts consider this likely. If that were to prove to be the case, how would the EU respond? The EU’s 2022 Strategic Compass is exceedingly opaque on this issue. ‘China is a partner for cooperation, an economic competitor and a systemic rival,’ it states. It goes on to note that ‘China has been substantially developing its military means and aims to have completed the overall modernisation of its armed forces by 2035, impacting regional and global security... We need to ensure that this happens in a way that will contribute to uphold global security and not contradict the rules-based international order.’

But what does this mean in practice? One major US assessment concludes that, in the context of a hypothetical conflict between the US and China, ‘Europe will not opt for strict neutrality (let alone align with Beijing), but neither will it make a direct and significant military contribution to a U.S.-led effort to balance China’s rising power in the Indo-Pacific region’. This verdict is very much in line with President Macron’s controversial remarks to the press after his visit to Xi Jinping on 9 April 2023. The corollary to that conclusion is that there will have to be a more explicit division of labour in Europe, whereby the EU member states, in collaboration with the UK, will be required to take up a much greater share of the NATO defence burden in order to free up American military capacity for the Indo-Chinese theatre. During Ursula von der Leyen’s visit to Washington in March 2023, some detected signs that the EU is moving closer to the US by accepting American prescriptions on the prohibition of dual-purpose high-tech exports to China. The EU’s positioning vis-à-vis American military confrontation with China will remain a dominant item on the transatlantic agenda in the coming years. It carries potentially significant military implications for Europe.
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Relations with Russia: towards a new Iron Curtain?

The war in Ukraine has also shattered the illusions of the many pundits and politicians in Europe who believed that Russia could be integrated into the European fold through trade and cultural interactions. As far as perceptions—or illusions—about Russia as a ‘partner’ are concerned, this issue now seems to have been transcended. Europe has succeeded in weaning itself off Russian gas and has effectively broken off most of its commercial, financial and even political ties to the Russian Federation. One paradoxical exception to this trend is the supply of nuclear fuel to Europe’s civilian nuclear sector, where dependency on imports of enriched uranium from Russia remains strong. A corollary to the European–Russian disconnect has been that Russia has now become exceptionally dependent, economically and commercially, as well as for diplomatic support, on China and, in a different way, India, as well as on a variety of states in Africa. The nature of Russia’s military relations with China will likely influence the trajectory of the US military confrontation with Beijing— with inevitable implications for European security. Whether, after the war, Russia’s links with the EU will be re-established and trade and other flows renewed, is an open question. What does seem clear is that the EU will never again allow itself to become dependent on Russia for key components of its economic and commercial activity.

This is not to say that the divorce will be irrevocable. In theory, Emmanuel Macron’s brainchild of the European Political Community remains open to Russia, should it one day embrace democracy and other liberal values. The advent of a new Eurasian security order acceptable to all parties cannot be entirely ruled out. But the more likely scenario is that we will see the re-establishment of a new dividing line across Europe, with a significant part of Ukraine firmly anchored to the West. I explore the implications of such a scenario below.
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In the context of Europe's *aggiornamento* with Russia, the war in Ukraine has further exposed a significant rift between those EU member states (broadly in the east and north) which had consistently warned about Russian aggression, and those (broadly in the west and south) which had nurtured hopes for Russia's transformation into a responsible regional partner. This has triggered much commentary suggesting that one lasting outcome of the war is that the EU's 'centre of gravity' has shifted from west to east. Such a conclusion is probably misguided and certainly premature. The focus on the east is a direct but conjunctural result of the Russian invasion. Geography, arms shipments, refugee flows, political preferences and diplomatic jostling have all, inevitably, given greater visibility and audibility to Ukraine's immediate neighbours in the EU. The invasion has also thrown into confusion the EU's traditional (Western) leaders, such as France and Germany. President Macron has been obliged to back-pedal his attempts to demonstrate French leadership in keeping diplomatic channels open to Moscow. And Chancellor Scholz has been forced to abandon entire segments of Germany's previous policies with respect to Russia—not just oil and gas deals but also weapons transfers to countries in conflict.

Whether this shift in the EU's balance becomes more permanent will depend to a large extent on the nature of any post-war 'settlement'. If Ukraine, along with Moldova and eventually Georgia, succeeds in joining the EU, then indeed the overall balance of forces in the EU—geographic, demographic, political and institutional—would inevitably give greater voice to the east. This would be rendered even more tangible if a new 'Iron Curtain' came down across Eurasia, strengthening the clout of the front-line states in rather the same way as West Germany became the focus of Western attention during the Cold War. But there is no certainty that this will be the outcome. Any lasting peace in Eastern Europe would have to be underwritten by a large coalition of powers, including China, India and Turkey. Security guarantees would have to be agreed for both Ukraine and Russia, which only a new Concert of Powers could underwrite. Both developments would work against the establishment of a new Iron Curtain.

The EU has indicated its willingness to fast-track Ukrainian accession: 'The European Council... underlines the importance of Ukraine's EU accession pro-
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cess, in line with its earlier conclusions, notably those of 23–24 June 2022. Yet, there remains a strong possibility that alternative arrangements to full accession will be worked out for the three states currently in limbo. Ukraine, in particular, has a long way to go before it meets the standards required for EU membership. President Macron has insisted that his European Political Community is not conceived as an alternative to EU membership. But that is precisely what it could well become. France and Germany, not to mention Italy and Spain, are not going to abandon their traditional influence over EU policy preferences, which are by no means limited to the eastern neighbourhood. Trade and economic policy in the EU will continue to be dominated by the traditional Western powerhouses. There is a strong possibility that any lasting shift in the centre of gravity of the EU would be more centrifugal than centripetal. How the war will affect the long-term balance of influence within the EU therefore remains a wide-open question.

The implications of the war for transatlantic relations

The war has also called for a revision of some recent basic assumptions underlying transatlantic relations since the end of the Cold War. First, it has reasserted the US role as the dominant military power in Europe, that is, as the ‘defender of last resort’. This has had an ancillary effect on the respective fortunes and status of NATO and of the EU’s CSDP. Prior to the Ukraine crisis, the wind had seemed, to many, to be in the sails of the CSDP, which was aspiring to move towards ‘strategic autonomy’. NATO, on the other hand, was still searching for a clear role. Today, NATO, even though as an institution it has carefully sought to avoid any risk of direct confrontation with Russia, appears to have been massively reinforced in its traditional role as the provider of collective defence in Europe. It has been substantially strengthened by the membership
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aspirations of Sweden and Finland. These new accessions render NATO an unambiguously anti-Russian alliance and present a serious challenge to EU aspirations of strategic autonomy—which most commentators take to mean decreasing security dependence on the US.

There remain, nevertheless, awkward questions about the strategic wisdom of offering membership to Ukraine and Georgia. It has been argued that Ukrainian membership of the Alliance might spark a wider war and would also constitute a propaganda victory for Putin, especially in his overtures to the Global South. Ukraine is well defended by the West as it is, without really needing formal Alliance membership. Moreover, Ukraine does not yet meet NATO’s political, juridical and military standards for membership. Finally, there might be problems persuading all existing NATO member states—including the US itself—to agree to Kyiv’s accession. On the other hand, advocates of Ukraine’s speedy accession argue that it has earned its place in the Alliance through its courageous resistance and that the long-term peace of Europe will be best ensured by Kyiv’s membership.

As a result of the war, most EU member states have begun to ramp up both their defence spending and their defence procurement. But there is considerable disparity between the efforts made by the different member states. While all NATO member states are required to meet the alliance target for defence expenditure of 2% of GDP by 2024, only about half of them will, in fact, meet that target. Poland, for its part, has announced that it aims to raise defence spending to 3%. Sweden, Italy, Spain, Denmark and Germany are all unlikely to reach the 2% target until towards the end of the decade. Germany’s position has been the subject of much discussion. After Chancellor Scholz’s
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27 February 2022 speech hailing a *Zeitenwende*,²⁹ some analysts detected a ‘revolution’ in German military affairs.³⁰ In September 2022, Christine Lambrecht, Germany’s defence minister, spoke of Germany assuming a ‘leading role’ in European defence.³¹ However, in a major report in March 2023, Eva Högl, the German parliamentary commissioner for the armed forces, claimed that Germany’s military upgrade, if it continued at its current snail’s pace, would take 50 years to complete.³²

The EU has begun, following the approach adopted during Covid, to think in terms of joint procurement and has made headway in organising collective shipments of weapons and especially ammunition to Ukraine.³³ A lively debate has arisen about the optimum way forward for the reorganisation of European defences.³⁴ One of the most constructive approaches revolves around the creation of EU-wide force packages. ‘The key to maximise the efficiency, but also the interoperability and employability of Europe’s armed forces, lies in the creation of permanent multinational force packages, with national units as building-blocks.’³⁵ This would allow for shortfalls in one nation’s capacity to be met by contributions from other nations, with the result that a European division with full spectrum capacity could be forged from the diverse contributions of a range of member states.

However, there is clearly still a long way to go before the EU delivers even on the promises of the 2022 Strategic Compass. In a March 2023 report drafted by High Representative Josep Borrel to mark the first anniversary of the Compass,
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some positive developments are highlighted: ‘the increase in speed, flexibility and responsiveness’ of missions and operations, the strengthening of the ability to anticipate threats and the ‘unprecedented increase in defence budgets’.

The European Peace Facility, a mechanism that finances weapons supplies, is hailed as a ‘game changer’ and the EU’s intelligence and space capacity are said to have proven their worth. But major weaknesses persist. The EU’s Military Planning and Conduct Capability remains far short of an operational headquarters. The EU’s Rapid Deployment Capability remains in limbo. There is no agreement on common costs. And the flagship Permanent Structured Cooperation is reported to have been badly neglected by the member states.

Above all, it remains quite unclear how the EU and NATO will enhance their cooperation in the coming years—and with precisely what strategic objective.

In this regard, the war has posed new and important questions about the nature and reality of Russia’s military capacity. Prior to February 2022, the received wisdom in the West was that Russia had significantly modernised and upgraded its military—especially since the short war in Georgia in 2008, when it was perceived to have performed sub-optimally. In mid-February 2022, the International Institute for Strategic Studies (IISS) concluded that ‘the military modernisation process, that began in late 2008, has made Russia a far more capable military power today than at any time since the dissolution of the Soviet Union’.

In 2020 and 2021, a fierce debate erupted between international relations scholars over the EU’s ability to defend itself against Russia without American assistance. That debate was framed by the fears raised by President Trump that the US might even pull out of NATO.

A 2019 report published by the IISS had argued—in response to those calling for European strategic autonomy—that any attempt by the EU to ensure its
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security without the US would involve costs that were impossibly prohibitive.\(^{42}\) One scenario involved an attempt by the EU to recover lost territory following a hypothetical Russian military occupation of Lithuania and parts of Poland. In December 2020, Massachusetts Institute of Technology scholar Barry Posen, a leading member of the US school urging ‘restraint’ in US foreign policy,\(^{43}\) published a major article in the journal *Survival*, responding to the IISS report and arguing that, if the EU prepared seriously to prevent any such Russian aggression, it could succeed in defending itself—without US assistance.\(^{44}\) At the same time two prominent international relations scholars, Hugo Meijer and Stephen Brooks, offered an unqualified rebuttal to restraint scholars’ assertions that European states could deter or counter a Russian attack in the event of US withdrawal from NATO.\(^{45}\) Posen’s *Survival* article launched a spirited debate about Europe’s real vulnerability. His article sparked no fewer than three rejoinders in a subsequent issue, as well as a response from Posen himself to his critics.\(^{46}\) In addition, in May 2021 Stephen Walt published a robust critique of the Brooks and Meijer article, echoing many of Posen’s arguments.\(^{47}\)

This burgeoning debate has significant relevance for Europe, both in the context of the Ukraine War and of the US prioritisation of the Asian theatre. The ‘special military operation’ launched by President Vladimir Putin has revealed massive dysfunctionality in the Russian military, including glaring weaknesses in planning, command, logistics and manpower.\(^{48}\) As one expert recently observed, ‘Is Russia realistically poised to steamroll through Europe into Paris when it struggles to take Kharkiv, just twenty miles from the Russian border?’\(^{49}\) This question has sparked a revival of the 2020–1 debates about the genuine
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vulnerability of the EU to any future Russian military incursions. Of course, Russian military incompetence can be rectified, the lessons of the current war learned, and its armed forces upgraded and modernised. Europe can ill afford to be complacent. The stakes are huge. The debates over the scale and reliability of the US commitment to Europe, over the necessary level of the EU’s own military ambition, and over cooperation between NATO and the EU will continue to dominate the European defence agenda in the coming decades. Behind those debates lies a quasi-theological conundrum concerning the role and utility of nuclear weapons, a debate with which the EU may find it increasingly difficult not to engage.

**Prospects for a peace settlement or a new Eurasian security order?**

Finally, the war has also raised serious questions about the nature and durability of any future peace negotiations or settlement. Many in the West have hoped that Ukrainian military successes and Russian military failures would lead to the downfall of the Putin regime. However, hope is not a strategy and there are few signs (to date) that Putin faces serious internal opposition. Moreover, there is no guarantee that any hypothetical successor would prove to be a more amenable partner for the West. On the contrary, the main criticism of Putin seems to come from the nationalist right rather than from the more liberal centre, even supposing such a constituency exists. Most experts appear to agree that there are (at the time of writing) no prospects for the opening of serious negotiations between Russia and Ukraine. Both parties have declared ‘maximalist’ war aims that are mutually incompatible and allow for very little in the way of compromise. The war has morphed from a war of manoeuvre into a war of attrition—one in which neither side seems likely to
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be able to prevail convincingly. There is a sombre debate in the West about the wisdom—and indeed the physical possibility—of giving Ukraine, in the official jargon used by both the EU and the US, ‘whatever it needs for however long it takes’ to allow it to defeat the aggressor.

Again, it has been widely hoped in the West that external great powers such as China, India and possibly Turkey will prove capable of pressuring Putin to agree to engage in some sort of peace talks. But that would, by the same token, require the West to pressurise Ukraine in the same direction. However, the Western mantra has long ruled out such an eventuality on the grounds that it is up to Ukraine and Ukraine alone to decide when—or indeed if—it wishes to discuss terms with Putin’s Russia. Any hope of bilateral—or indeed internationally sponsored or supervised—negotiations also appears to have been ruled out by current moves by the EU, the US and the International Criminal Court, not to mention Ukraine itself, to initiate war-crimes investigations and potentially to press charges against Russia’s leaders.54

There also remain considerable differences of opinion over the central question of security guarantees for the warring parties. In 1994, Ukraine was persuaded by both Russia and the US to abandon its nuclear weapons in return for the promise of international assurances concerning its borders and security—as detailed in the Budapest Memorandum.55 Alas, that document, in the words of a US lawyer involved in drawing it up, amounted to ‘a worthless piece of paper’.56 Ukraine then actively sought NATO membership as a more robust security guarantee, but this in turn generated security concerns in Russia, concerns which are a not negligible factor in the outbreak of the current war.57 President Macron has consistently argued that any viable and lasting ‘peace settlement’ would have to take full account of Russia’s security concerns. At the same time, given Russia’s invasion, Ukraine will require guarantees that go way beyond those written into the Budapest Memorandum. Given the current state of the war, nothing can yet be concluded with any absolute certainty.
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Conclusion

Under the circumstances, it behoves the EU to engage in a full-scale rethink of its security arrangements. The cosy mantras around CSDP, which dominated the discussions from the turn of the century to the late 2010s, are no longer appropriate or viable (if they ever were). A far more rigorous aggiornamento is called for. Europe needs to decide whether it is planning for peace or for war. It needs to decide what sort of relationship is possible and/or viable with Russia in the medium to long term. It needs to decide precisely how it intends to partner with the US as the latter contemplates conflict with China. It needs to decide precisely on the respective trade-offs between offering full membership to Ukraine, Moldova and Georgia, or simply offering those countries some alternative form of association. And above all, it needs to decide what its essential military ambitions are and how to fulfil them. That is a very full agenda.
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